Chic 3.5 Acre Sagaponack South Estate Awaits
Sagaponack. Sagg Pond and Sagg Main sea breezes intermingle, wafting over a chic, custom designed 8 bedroom, 8,500 SF estate privately poised on 3.3+/- verdant acres very
deep in Sagaponack South. At the end of a long, gated hedge lined drive, a clever and sexy architectural design has been masterfully executed using a mixture of materials, dressing
up the residence with cedar, natural stone, and cherry wood flooring. Although privatized on three sides by perimeter evergreens and tall hedging, southern views look out over
contiguous farm fields. With both Pierre’s Market and the broad beaches just a bike ride away, this singular estate awaits your preview today.
Traditional with Contemporary Finishes | South Of The Highway | Backs Reserve | 3.5 Acres | 6,900 SF+/- | 8 Bedrooms
10 Bathrooms | Heated Gunite Pool with Attached Waterfall Edged Spa | Pool House | Tennis Court | Private Pond
Co-Exclusive. $13.5M WEB# 34854 Inquire about Rental Possibilities

Ocean Avenue
East Hampton. Jaffe, Fleetwood, Meier, Bates, Gwathmey....... Stern. Among a handful of renowned architects that helped to define the Hamptons in the late 20th Century,
Robert A. M. Stern lent his prodigious talent to the design of a palatial receptacle for sun, site and view. Nestled on a 3-acre grassy knoll that stretches to the bucolic waters of
Hook Pond with views to the ocean beyond, this sprawling 7,500 SF, 6 bedroom beach house, with its soft, subtle design, exudes a serene mood, recalling lazy, luxuriant summers.
Warm rays of sunshine seep through slatted blinds in slashes that shift with the hours. The zig zag angles of the window walls orient the living level on a diagonal to the long axis
of the house, designed by Stern to capture views across Hook Pond while the bleached floorboards follow the diagonal flow to the south. The main living room upstairs is light
and open, free of determinate walls with bleached wood floors, moldings and columns enriching a neutral palette of white walls and natural materials. Joining that on the 2nd
floor is the master wing with its sleeping chamber overlooking the grounds, pond and ocean and a sumptuous, oversized bath featuring an amorphous, meandering winter green
tub contrasting with the sensuous cream color marble floor. A short staircase climbs to a roof deck, perhaps for that postprandial cigar as you soak in the views. The ground floor
is home to an eat-in kitchen which is more than adequate to service the formal dining room, defined by its bay window and designed for the elegance and glamour of nighttime
use. A second living room, dramatic, yet understated, resides on the southern end of the first floor also with expansive views through a series of French doors that allow access
to the grounds outside. Just beyond lies a green house and studio space. A separate staff wing is found above the attached 2 car garage. Outside a kaleidoscope of color abounds
with specimen trees, colorful plantings, award winning perennial gardens and a sea of lawn stretching down to Hook Pond, much of which can be enjoyed when sitting beside the
40’ heated, Gunite pool with spa. And yes, a tennis court could be sunk into this gorgeous 3 acre tableau. And if your tastes dictate a different choice, this spectacular site could
accommodate a new, 8,200 SF residence, finished lower level and 1,400 SF accessory structure of your own design. With both Main Beach and village shopping just a short stroll
away, plan your own personal tour soon as this eclectic offering is sure to find a new owner in time for Summer 2017.
Exclusive. $13.9M WEB# 13342

Seaside In Quogue
Quogue. A benchmark of oceanfront excellence has emerged on the beach along Quogue’s coveted Dune Road as a superb traditional on 3.25 acres, offering tennis and a dock on
the bay, is available for one fortunate buyer. Custom built in 2010 for exacting owners, the sprawling 13,000 SF+/-, 9 bedroom seaside residence has been professionally decorated by
Robert Markham and Accents et Details providing for seamless entertaining. A dedicated dock across the street can accommodate up to 5 boats. Sunrises and sunsets along with an
endless summer of beach and boating can be yours each and every day when you buy this incredible seaside estate.
Traditional | Oceanfront | 3.25 Acres | 13,000 SF+/- | 9 Bedrooms | 25’ X 50’ Heated Gunite Pool | Pool House with Outdoor Fireplace
All Weather Tennis Court | Private Ocean Access | Private Bayside Dock Accommodates 5 Boats
Exclusive. $24.95M WEB# 34397
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Real estate agents affiliated with The Corcoran Group are independent contractor sales associates and are not employees of The Corcoran
Group. Equal Housing Opportunity. The Corcoran Group is a licensed real estate broker. All information furnished regarding property for
sale or rent or regarding financing is from sources deemed reliable, but Corcoran makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy
thereof. All property information is presented subject to errors, omissions, price changes, changed property conditions, and withdrawal of the
property from the market, without notice. All dimensions provided are approximate. To obtain exact dimensions, Corcoran advises you to hire
a qualified architect or engineer. 51 Main Street, East Hampton NY 11937 | 631.324.3900. *Prices are as last advertised.
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